
VITREX JOINS ELITE EUROPEAN BODY

Vitrex,  South  Africa’s  leading  producer  of  vitreous  enamelled  steel  products  for

architectural applications, has been awarded membership of the prestigious Institute of

Vitreous Enamellers (IVE).

The IVE is a UK-based technical institute for the vitreous enamelling industry. Formed in

1934, it  is the oldest European body of its type  and has as aims the advancement  of

vitreous enamelling technology, science and best practice. 

Vitrex – rated among South Africa’s Top 20 Non-Listed Companies – operates from head

office premises and large-scaled production plant in Jet Park, Johannesburg, and has a

branch  office  in  Durban  as  well  as  long  established  agencies  in  Cape  Town,  Port

Elizabeth and Botswana.

Globally, Vitrex is represented in the United Kingdom, Europe, the Middle East, India,

Singapore, Indonesia, Vietnam, Hong Kong and Australia. 

The company is currently involved in a major upgrading and expansion programme for

the Jet Park plant, involving the installation of new state-of-the-art equipment to boost

production and the provision of extensive quality control facilities. 

“The factory expansion will ensure that Vitrex production continues to comply with the

increasingly  demanding  quality,  environmental  and  health  requirements  of  the  global

market,” Boris Yawitch, chairman and founder of the company, stated. 

An in-house laboratory, established to monitor and test the quality of the vitreous enamel

surfaces produced for the various product ranges, has recently boosted quality control

facilities.

Vitrex  is  now  the  only  African  vitreous  enamelled  steel  producer  to  hold  IVE

membership and one of only two members from the Southern Hemisphere.

“The company, furthermore, is confident of meeting all the necessary requirements and

obtaining ISO 9001:2000 accreditation early next year,” Yawitch added.
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The logo  of  the  Institute  of  Vitreous  Enamellers  (IVE),  which  for  the first  time has

awarded membership to a South African company. 
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Issued for Vitrex, Jet Park

Further info: Cristian Cottino, tel (011) 826 6057 
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